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What do we mean by 
‘calibrated’ ?

• the BOLD response has proven to be a sensitive marker for neuronal activation 

• however, it’s amplitude depends on many physiological variables that are 
generally unknown 

• calibrated fMRI attempts to dissociate the key physiological inputs behind the 
BOLD response 

• cerebral blood flow (CBF) 

• cerebral blood volume (CBV) 

• cerebral metabolic rate of O2 consumption (CMRO2) 

• most references to “calibrated fMRI” are talking about estimation of changes in 
CMRO2



BOLD depends on multiple physiological variables
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When is calibrated fMRI useful?

• in situations where the response amplitude for 
BOLD alone could be biased by physiological 
differences between groups or conditions, e.g: 

• young vs. old 

• differences in physiological baseline (CBF, 
CMRO2) associated with medication 

• healthy vs. vascular pathology



Example:  BOLD responses to the same visual 
stimulus during two different physiological baselines
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table from Bulte was converted to T1 vs. group average PaO2, and the
T1 corresponding to our group average PaO2 during inhalation of
carbogen-10 was interpolated). The T1 correction factor was thus
determined to be 1.07 (i.e. flow would be underestimated by 7%
without correction). Values for the absolute blood flow at the air-
breathing baseline were computed using Eq. (1) from Wang et al.
(2003), assuming the same constant values as in this reference.

Results

Visual stimulation alone resulted in extensive BOLD activation
throughout visual cortex, as shown in ROI masks in Fig. 1. Inhalation of
carbogen-10 caused large BOLD signal increases in cortical and sub-
cortical greymatter (Fig. 2), with the incremental contribution from the
addition of visual stimulation becoming successively smaller at higher
fractional carbogen concentrations (Figs. 3 and 5). Percent changes for
both stimuli (carbogen-10 alone and carbogen-10+visual) averaged
over visually activated areas in individual subjects show a universal
tendency to converge towards a common maximal signal change
(Fig. 4). Group average response curves for carbogen-10 inhalation
alone and carbogen-10 plus visual stimulation show an apparent
convergence of response amplitudes at the highest carbogen fractions
(Fig. 5).Unpaired two-tailed t-tests onROI groupaverages for each level,

comparing with and without visual stimulation, reveal a decreasing
significance level of the difference with increasing carbogen fraction
(p=0.002 at 25% carbogen-10 to p=0.96 at 100% carbogen-10). The
average percent signal change over subjects was 7.5%±1.0 in visual
cortex for carbogen-10 inhalation alone. This was equal within
measurement error to the average signal change of 7.5%±1.0 for
carbogen-10 breathing combined with intense visual stimulation
(Figs. 3 and 5). The visually evoked BOLD signal change of 2.0±0.1%
measured during visual stimulation alone (i.e. breathing air) was thus
largely eliminated against the carbogen background. Pulse oximetry
showed a tendency for arterial O2 saturation to rise from baseline levels
(typically 98%) toward 100% in all subjects.

Due to technical limitations, end-tidal O2 and CO2 values were only
acquired on a subset of five subjects during carbogen-10 inhalation.
Average baseline end-tidal values were 44.4±1.1 mmHg for CO2 and
120.0±3.8 mmHg for O2. The group average end-tidal values during
the last ten breaths of carbogen-10 inhalation were 59.2±2.4 mmHg
for CO2 and 387.9±34.1 mmHg for O2.

Additional tests

SWI data acquired in one subject during air and carbogen-10
breathing demonstrated an almost complete loss of venous contrast

Fig. 1. Visual cortex regions of interest for each subject. Regions of interest (ROI) for each subject, defined from significantly activated voxels (p≤0.01) from the visual-only BOLD
acquisition of each subject. This procedure yielded diffuse ROIs over visual areas.

4 C.J. Gauthier et al. / NeuroImage xxx (2010) xxx–xxx

Please cite this article as: Gauthier, C.J., et al., Elimination of visually evoked BOLD responses during carbogen inhalation: Implications for
calibrated MRI, NeuroImage (2010), doi:10.1016/j.neuroimage.2010.09.059
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Example:  age-related differences in resting brain perfusion

CBFAnatomy

Young 
N=31 

24±3 yrs

Gauthier et al.  2012

Older 
N=31 

64±5 yrs ml/100g/min



Example:  age-related differences in 
hemodynamic response to controlled 
hypercapnia in cortical grey matter

Gauthier, C. J., Madjar, C., Desjardins-Crépeau, L., Bellec, P., Bherer, L., & Hoge, R. D. (2013). Age dependence of 
hemodynamic response characteristics in human functional magnetic resonance imaging. Neurobiology of Aging, 

34(5), 1469–1485. doi:10.1016/j.neurobiolaging.2012.11.002

BOLD CBF



How does calibrated fMRI work?
• Ingredients (for gas calibration methods): 

• an MR pulse sequence enabling simultaneous 
imaging of BOLD responses and cerebral blood flow 

• a biophysical model linking the BOLD signal to other 
measurable values like blood flow, exhaled gases 

• a manipulation that changes blood oxygenation and 
flow in a controlled or observable way 

• e.g. hypercapnia, hyperoxia



Simultaneous imaging of BOLD and CBF
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How ASL achieves physiological  specificity
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How can we make BOLD physiologically specific?
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BOLD calibration:  model and extrapolate
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Induction of hypercapnia and 
hyperoxia for BOLD calibration

Tancredi, Lajoie, Hoge (2014). A simple breathing circuit allowing precise control of inspiratory 
gases for experimental manipulations. BMC Research Notes, 7:235.



BOLD signal is strongly correlated with 
blood CO2 levels, due to vasodilatory effects
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Monitoring expired respiratory 
gases as a surrogate for blood gas

Sensor modules record end-tidal CO2, O2
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Knowing “M” allows computation of fractional 
change in CMRO2 during activation

The curve in Fig. 1a can be viewed as the baseline
iso-CMRO2

contour in the BOLD-CBF plane. The shape of
this function, and hence the extent of the linear domain,
depends entirely on the difference ! " #; only the vertical
scale factor M is unknown. Inspection of Eq. [7] reveals that
M depends on the pulse sequence echo time, the static
magnetic field strength, and MRI-relevant structural prop-
erties of the tissue sample (via the constant A) as well as its
baseline blood volume and dHb concentration.

In the more general case, where CMRO2
is not constant,

Eq. [10] must be replaced with the following expression for
normalized [dHb]v, based on Eq. [9]:
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This results in a modified form of Eq. [11]:
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The above expression can be used to generate a set of
iso-CMRO2

contours by plotting the BOLD signal as a
function of CBF at different levels of oxygen consumption.
This is illustrated in Fig. 1b, which shows iso-CMRO2
curves plotted over a region of the BOLD-CBF plane using
Eq. [13].

Figure 1 shows the expected shape of the BOLD-CBF-
CMRO2

relationship given the values of ! and # believed to
apply in typical fMRI experiments. Because the horizontal
scaling of the plot is based on experimentally determined
parameter estimates, the BOLD and CBF increases ob-
served in most fMRI experiments should be restricted to
the linear regime of the relationship, in which the iso-
CMRO2

contours are approximately straight and parallel.
One of the goals of this study was to confirm these

predictions experimentally by mapping out iso-CMRO2

contours using graded hypercapnia and visual stimulation.
If the positions of one or more iso-CMRO2

contours are
known, then pairs of BOLD and CBF measurements can be
translated into relative CMRO2

increases by examining their
position with respect to the contours. It is also possible to
compute relative CMRO2

increases from BOLD-CBF mea-
surement pairs by solving Eq. [13] for the oxygen consump-
tion term, as in the method of Davis et al. (2):
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Davis’ approach is equivalent to solving Eq. [11] for M
using BOLD and CBF measurements at a single level of
hypercapnia and using Eq. [14] to calculate CMRO2

during
activation. In the present study, M was estimated using an
optimization procedure to fit Eq. [11] to BOLD and CBF
data acquired during graded hypercapnia. The symbol
CMR̂O2

! CMRO2
/CMRO2

0 0 will be used as a concise
notation for relative (baseline-normalized) CMRO2

in the
remainder of the text.

Measurement of relative CMRO2
from MRI-based BOLD

and CBF measurements can thus be summarized as a
two-part process. First, the positions of iso-CMRO2

con-
tours in the BOLD-CBF plane must be determined. Then
the BOLD signal and perfusion increases during activation
must be measured. It is sufficient to map out the baseline
iso-CMRO2

contour, because once M is known the other
contours can be computed using Eq. [13]. Ideally, the
baseline contour would be measured over a wide range of
CBF values spanning both the linear region and the asymp-
totic portion at high perfusion levels. Unfortunately, this is
not possible using hypercapnia in human subjects, because

FIG. 1. Relationships between BOLD MRI signal, CBF, and CMRO2 predicted by the dHb dilution model. a: Fractional BOLD signal change,
plotted as a function of fractional CBF change, calculated using Eq. [11] with ! $ 0.38 and # $ 1.5. The predicted function has a linear domain
for perfusion increases up to approximately 50%, and becomes nonlinear at higher CBF levels. In the theoretical limit of very high perfusion
rates, venous blood approaches complete oxygenation, leading to a sample-dependent asymptotic upper limit of M for BOLD signal increases.
b: Iso-CMRO2 contours predicted by the dHb dilution model at 10% intervals. Increases in CMRO2 lead to reductions in the BOLD signal
observed at a given level of CBF, producing BOLD-CBF data in the zone labeled CMRO2&. Every point along an iso-CMRO2 contour
corresponds to a different CBF:CMRO2 coupling ratio. Iso-CMRO2 contours are evenly spaced and approximately parallel over small patches of
the BOLD-CBF plane, as indicated in the small box in the lower left corner of the plot.

852 Hoge et al.

Davis, T. L., Kwong, K. K., Weisskoff, R. M., & Rosen, B. R. (1998). Calibrated functional MRI: 
mapping the dynamics of oxidative metabolism. Proceedings of the National Academy of 

Sciences of the United States of America, 95(4), 1834–1839.

• only fractional change in CMRO2 
• baseline CMRO2 remains unknown
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Non-respiratory calibration methods

• R2* = R2 + R2’ 

• reversible and non-reversible signal loss 

• reversible signal loss (R2’) is largely due to dHb in well-shimmed 
brain tissue 

• estimating R2’ in a voxel allows determination of M 

• this is difficult in many brain regions due to large-scale susceptibility 
effects 

• do not get vascular reactivity information available from hypercapnia
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Blockley, N. P., Griffeth, V. E. M., & Buxton, R. B. (2011). A general analysis of calibrated BOLD 
methodology for measuring CMRO(2) responses: Comparison of a new approach with existing 

methods. NeuroImage, 60(1), 279–289. doi:10.1016/j.neuroimage.2011.11.081



“Brute force” calibration using carbogen
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“Brute force” calibration using carbogen
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virtually all venous dHb 

with carbogen

this approach allows us to demonstrate the 
validity of calibration methods based on 
extrapolation

Gauthier, C. J., Madjar, C., Tancredi, F. B., Stefanovic, B., & Hoge, R. D. (2011). Elimination of visually 
evoked BOLD responses during carbogen inhalation: implications for calibrated MRI. NeuroImage, 

54(2), 1001–1011. doi:10.1016/j.neuroimage.2010.09.059



Generalized calibration model (GCM)
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Hybrid calibration with 
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Blood Oxygenation 
(BOLD)

Controlled, orthogonal manipulations 
of blood flow and oxygenation

• Dual-echo pCASL 
MRI sequence 

• simultaneous 
flow and BOLD 
signals
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Target audience:  Researchers interested in calibrated MRI and in imaging of cerebral metabolic rate of O2 consumption (CMRO2) by MRI. 

Purpose:  Recently, several groups have introduced a method, which allows the noninvasive imaging of resting cerebral metabolic rate of O2 consumption (CMRO2) by 
MRI1,2,3. The approach described by our team, dubbed QUO2, is based on a hybrid calibration of the BOLD signal that includes the use of both hypercapnia (HC) and 
hyperoxia (HO) as iso-metabolic manipulations. During the latter conditions, BOLD and CBF responses are measured simultaneously using an implementation of 
pCASL that includes a dual-echo readout. The resultant end-tidal O2 (ETO2), fractional BOLD 
change, and fractional CBF change are put into the Generalized Calibration Model (GCM)4, 
yielding a system of two equations with two unknowns: the BOLD calibration parameter M 
(extrapolated maximum BOLD signal increase when venous saturation approaches 100%) and 
Oxygen Extraction Fraction (OEF; the fraction of delivered oxygen that  is consumed). CMRO2 
can then be determined by multiplying O2 delivery, itself the product of CBF and arterial O2 
content, with the OEF. In a parallel study, our group has demonstrated the reproducibility of the 
ETO2 and ETCO2 traces during the respiratory manipulation, as well as that of the resting CBF, 
hypercapnia-induced change in CBF, and percent change in BOLD during hypercapnia and 
hyperoxia. The goal of the present study was to assess the test-retest reliability of the QUO2 
outputs M, OEF0 and CMRO20, on a group of healthy control subjects, to aid in calculation of 
statistical power in future applications. 

Methods:  Eight healthy participants (25-40 years), were imaged on a 3 T Siemens Tim Trio 
scanner using the vendor’s 32-channel receive-only head coil. Each participant was scanned 
twice (Test A and B) within 24 hours. Each scan session included an anatomical, 1mm3 
MPRAGE acquisition (TR/TE/flip angle = 2.3s/3ms/9°, 256x240 matrix), and one pCASL 
sequence providing simultaneous measures of BOLD and CBF using dual-echo readouts 
(labeling duration = 2s, post-labeling delay = 0.9s, 3255 Hz/px bandwidth, TR/TE1/TE2/alpha = 
4.12s/8.5ms/30ms/90°, GRAPPA factor = 2, partial sampling of k-space = 7/8, 4.5mm2 in-plane 
resolution, advanced phase correction option, 21 slices with 4.5mm thickness, 10% gap,). 
Subjects were fitted with a breathing circuit designed by our group that allows precise control 
over fractional concentration of inspired CO2 and O2. We used a schedule for respiratory 
manipulations described in 2 that includes two 2-minute blocks of hypercapnia and two 3-minute 
blocks of hyperoxia, interleaved with normocapnia and normoxia for a total of 18 minutes. During the hypercapnia blocks a 5% CO2 / Air mixture was administered at 
20L/min while in hyperoxia blocks we have administered a 10L/min of medical air and 10L/min of 100% O2, resulting in a concentration of approximately 61% O2. 

ETO2 and ETCO2 were continuously monitored using a BIOPAC MP150 system. A linear 
model described in 5 was used to obtain values of ETO2 at baseline and during both HC 
and HO. Data was analyzed with Neurolens and FSL software. Motion correction was 
applied on the series, then the BOLD and ASL series were isolated using surround 
subtraction. A GLM fit was applied to obtain response estimation to HC and HO. 
Conversion of ASL to CBF in physiological units (mL/100g/min) was performed as in 6. 
Voxels considered to be from large vessels (CBFHO < -50 mL/100g/min; ţ%BOLDHC > 
10%) and BOLD artifact due to O2 inhalation (ţ%BOLDHO < -5%) were identified and 
removed in the motion corrected raw series. We then performed spatial filtering (6mm 
FWHM 3D Gaussian kernel) and corrected for the downward effect of the removed 
voxels. Grey-matter (GM) averaged values were computed using a probability mask 
(obtained from the anatomical scan) thresholded to 50%. Because of the low SNR inherent 
to ASL and the almost null CBF decrease at hyperoxia of 61% O2, we used a fixed 
estimate of 0% for ţ%CBFHO. We then input the following values to the GCM: the ETO2 

during baseline and activation, CBF0, ţ%CBFHO/HC and ţ%BOLDHC/HO. Using either the 
maps of the latter parameters, or their GM-averaged values as inputs, we were able to 
obtain the corresponding maps or GM values of resting OEF, M and CMRO2. As a 
measure of reproducibility, we used the inter-session coefficient of variation (CV), which 
is a variability expressed as a percent of the mean value, as described in 7. The 
reproducibility has been verified at both subject and group level. 

Results:  Plots of correlation between GM values of CBF0, M, OEF0 and CMRO20 in Test A and B are shown in Figure 1. Values are plotted around the identity line 
indicating a good reproducibility of the measurements. Table 1 shows the group-average Test A and Test B in GM and corresponding inter-session CV(%) at the subject 
and group level. Figure 2 shows group-average maps of Test A and Test B with the corresponding CV maps computed at the group level. Maps were registered to MNI 
space and two slices are compared. The group-average maps demonstrate the reproducibility of anatomical patterns in the measured parameters. As expected, CBF0 
exhibits better reproducibility, likely due to the fact that it is a direct measurement whereas M, 
OEF0 and CMRO20 integrate multiple measures, including ratio images which are particularly 
vulnerable to noise in the denominator.  

Conclusion:  We have assessed test-retest reliability of the QUO2 method, demonstrating good 
reproducibility of all output parameters at a readily achievable cohort size. In future work, we will 
focus on further optimization of analytical methods to better manage noise propagation from 
input measures. In addition, we will implement equivalent scanning protocols for MRI scanners 
from other vendors, and verify that we can obtain reproducible results across different sites and 
scanners. Funding support from the CQDM, under the FOCUS program, is gratefully 
acknowledged. 

References: [1] Gauthier, CJ, Hoge, RD. NeuroImage 2012;63:1353-63 [2] Bulte, DP, et al. NeuroImage 2011;60:582-91 [3] Wise RG, et al. NeuroImage 2013;83:135-
47 [4] Gauthier, CJ, Hoge, RD. HBM 2013;34(5):1053-69 [5] Tancredi FB, Hoge RD. CBFM. 2013;33:1066-74 [6] Wang J, et al. JMRM 2003;50:599–607 [7] Chen Y, 
Wang DJJ, Detre JA. JMRI 2011;33(4):940-49 

      Figure 1. Correlation plot of CBF0 and QUO2 outputs in GM 

Figure 2. Two different slices of group-average maps for Test A and Test B, with 
corresponding CV% maps computed at group-average level  

   Table 1. Group-average GM values with corresponding  
inter-session CV at subject level and group level 
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resolution, advanced phase correction option, 21 slices with 4.5mm thickness, 10% gap,). 
Subjects were fitted with a breathing circuit designed by our group that allows precise control 
over fractional concentration of inspired CO2 and O2. We used a schedule for respiratory 
manipulations described in 2 that includes two 2-minute blocks of hypercapnia and two 3-minute 
blocks of hyperoxia, interleaved with normocapnia and normoxia for a total of 18 minutes. During the hypercapnia blocks a 5% CO2 / Air mixture was administered at 
20L/min while in hyperoxia blocks we have administered a 10L/min of medical air and 10L/min of 100% O2, resulting in a concentration of approximately 61% O2. 

ETO2 and ETCO2 were continuously monitored using a BIOPAC MP150 system. A linear 
model described in 5 was used to obtain values of ETO2 at baseline and during both HC 
and HO. Data was analyzed with Neurolens and FSL software. Motion correction was 
applied on the series, then the BOLD and ASL series were isolated using surround 
subtraction. A GLM fit was applied to obtain response estimation to HC and HO. 
Conversion of ASL to CBF in physiological units (mL/100g/min) was performed as in 6. 
Voxels considered to be from large vessels (CBFHO < -50 mL/100g/min; ţ%BOLDHC > 
10%) and BOLD artifact due to O2 inhalation (ţ%BOLDHO < -5%) were identified and 
removed in the motion corrected raw series. We then performed spatial filtering (6mm 
FWHM 3D Gaussian kernel) and corrected for the downward effect of the removed 
voxels. Grey-matter (GM) averaged values were computed using a probability mask 
(obtained from the anatomical scan) thresholded to 50%. Because of the low SNR inherent 
to ASL and the almost null CBF decrease at hyperoxia of 61% O2, we used a fixed 
estimate of 0% for ţ%CBFHO. We then input the following values to the GCM: the ETO2 

during baseline and activation, CBF0, ţ%CBFHO/HC and ţ%BOLDHC/HO. Using either the 
maps of the latter parameters, or their GM-averaged values as inputs, we were able to 
obtain the corresponding maps or GM values of resting OEF, M and CMRO2. As a 
measure of reproducibility, we used the inter-session coefficient of variation (CV), which 
is a variability expressed as a percent of the mean value, as described in 7. The 
reproducibility has been verified at both subject and group level. 

Results:  Plots of correlation between GM values of CBF0, M, OEF0 and CMRO20 in Test A and B are shown in Figure 1. Values are plotted around the identity line 
indicating a good reproducibility of the measurements. Table 1 shows the group-average Test A and Test B in GM and corresponding inter-session CV(%) at the subject 
and group level. Figure 2 shows group-average maps of Test A and Test B with the corresponding CV maps computed at the group level. Maps were registered to MNI 
space and two slices are compared. The group-average maps demonstrate the reproducibility of anatomical patterns in the measured parameters. As expected, CBF0 
exhibits better reproducibility, likely due to the fact that it is a direct measurement whereas M, 
OEF0 and CMRO20 integrate multiple measures, including ratio images which are particularly 
vulnerable to noise in the denominator.  

Conclusion:  We have assessed test-retest reliability of the QUO2 method, demonstrating good 
reproducibility of all output parameters at a readily achievable cohort size. In future work, we will 
focus on further optimization of analytical methods to better manage noise propagation from 
input measures. In addition, we will implement equivalent scanning protocols for MRI scanners 
from other vendors, and verify that we can obtain reproducible results across different sites and 
scanners. Funding support from the CQDM, under the FOCUS program, is gratefully 
acknowledged. 
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      Figure 1. Correlation plot of CBF0 and QUO2 outputs in GM 

Figure 2. Two different slices of group-average maps for Test A and Test B, with 
corresponding CV% maps computed at group-average level  

   Table 1. Group-average GM values with corresponding  
inter-session CV at subject level and group level 

 



Preliminary resting CMRO2 Data in Alzheimer’s Disease
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Example:  implication for aging studies
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• lower M value in older individuals leads to smaller BOLD 
change for a given physiological response (flow, metabolism)



Concerns related to gas methods

• comfort/safety 

• complexity/availability of equipment 

• does hypercapnia increase CMRO2?



Current state of gas methods
• can be performed using pulse sequences that are readily 

available on all three major clinical MRI vendors (Siemens, GE, 
Philips) 

• current protocols are comfortably tolerated by elderly 
individuals, including Alzheimer’s patients 

• we have scanned over 100 individuals (young, elderly) using 
hypercapnic calibration, and the procedure is extremely well 
tolerated 

• we are now scanning 2-4 Alzheimer’s patients per week with 
hybrid hyperoxia/hypercapnia calibration, also with excellent 
tolerability in patients



Current state of gas methods
• ASL response to hypercapnia (CO2) provides an index 

of cerebrovascular reactivity, which is clinically and 
physiologically relevant 

• hybrid hyperoxia and hypercapnia approaches provide 
resting CMRO2 in micromolar units, plus a rich array of 
other data that may be useful (BOLD/ASL to CO2/O2) 

• new experimental paradigms (carbogen, solution of 
generalized calibration model in overdetermined 
systems) have demonstrated the validity of these 
approaches



How can we make these 
technologies more accessible?
• low-cost breathing circuit 

• can be built from “off-the-shelf” components (∼$30CDN/
circuit) 

• excellent results can be achieved using manual flow control 

• BIOPAC or equivalent monitoring is required, but this is 
available at many research sites 

• working on SOP documentation for a simple, low-cost 
implementation that we will share with neuroimaging 
community via open-access channels
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